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A meeting of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve
48tem•vath the Federal Advisory Council was held in the offices of

ard of Governors in Washington on Tuesday, May 21, 1940, at

11:20 a.m.

the Bo

PRESENT: Mr. Eccles, Chairman
Mr. Szymczak
Mr. McKee
Mr. Davis
Mr. Draper

Mr. Morrill, Secretary
Mr. Bethea, Assistant Secretary
Mr. Carpenter, Assistant Secretary
Mr. Clayton, Assistant to the Chairman
Mr. Thurston, Special Assistant to the

Chairman
Mr. Wyatt, General Counsel
Mr. Goldenweiser, Director of the

Division of Research and Statistics
Mr. Paulger, Chief of the Division of

Examinations
Mr. Smead, Chief of the Division of

Bank Operations
Mr. Parry, Chief of the Division of

Security Loans
Mr. Dreibelbis, Assistant General Counsel
Mr. Thompson, General Assistant in the

Office of the Secretary

Messrs. Steele, Fraser, Loeb, Huntington,
Brown, Ragland, Crosby, Evans, Harding,
and Dick, Members of the Federal Advisory
Council representing the First, Second,
Third, Fourth, Seventh, Eighth, Ninth,
Tenth, Eleventh, and Twelfth Federal
Reserve Districts

Mr. Charles E. Rieman, President, Western
National Bank, Baltimore, Maryland,
representing the Fifth Federal Reserve
District in the absence of Mr. Robert
M. Hanes

Mr. Walter Lichtenstein, Secretary, Federal
Advisory Council
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Mr. Brown said that the Council had adopted a recommendation

the subject of the assignment of claims on the United States, which,

"hie recuest, was read by Mr. Lichtenstein. There was a discussion
or the ,

-acommendation during which certain changes were suggested by

illettibera of the Board and of the Council and it was understood that the

keRestions would be considered at 8 separate meeting of the Council
nil

'5elY following the adjournment of this meeting.

Mr. Brown then called upon Mr. Lichtenstein to read a state-
et 

sdon+
-4—ed by the Council on the Jones-Wheeler bill (Farm CreditAct or
940) and said that the statement was being submitted to the

a resolution, rather than a recommendation which ordinarily

be Pliblished, but that if the Board felt that it would be usefulthe re

8°111ti" might be transmitted to the appropriate committees of
e°ngres

8 and given such publicity as was felt desirable. The resolu-tio%

118 re"by Mr. Lichtenstein was as follows:

i)eildi"Phe Federal Advisory Council has considered the
is 0 ng Jones-Wheeler Bill (H.R. 8748 and S. 3509) andlovriPPosed to the enactment of this proposal for the fol-

reasons:
"Le It would be a serious threat to the credit

structure of the nation;2. It would destroy the cooperative features

3. 
of the Federal Land Bank system;
It would substitute the guarantee of the
Government for the collateral underlying

4•
the bonds of the Federal Land Bank system;. It would inaugurate a new scale-down of all

5. farm mortgage indebtedness;
It would destroy the integrity of the obli-

i. o/(rf of the borrowers through the aboli-
tionpersonal liability;
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"6. It would make the farmers dependent upon
the Government for farm mortgage credit and
subject to the uncontrolled judgment of who-
ever might be in authority.

.,,, "The Council believes there are other vital objection-°tole features to the bill too nwmerous to be mentioned.p a "The Council requests the Board of Governors of the
al Reserve System to use its influence in the direc-°71er 
of preventing the Passage of this bill."

Mr. Lichtenstein also read at the request of Mr. Brown the
follow&

resolution adopted by the Council with respect to the amend-
ttlett or

ilegulation U, Loans by Banks for the Purpose of Purchasing or

4 Stocks Registered on a National Securities Exchange:

tion "The Federal Advisory Council believes that Regula-
, U should be modified so as to enable a bank to loanwolchaut

any requirement of initial margin for the purposeWhenabli-ng the borrower to purchase or carry listed stocks,it satisfied that the borrower has other property or
81 ", which, apart from the collateral, reasonably as-

.':" rePayment of the loan within a reasonable time.sect."The Council also believes that subsection (e) of
inp 3°,n 3 of Regulation U which now prevents a bank tak-
whiCc,"ar from a broker a loan which has an impaired margin,
017e,„8 allowing a loan with an impaired margin to be taken

fram another bank, has lost its original justifica-amen, and that subsection (e) of section 3 should be
tbal:d by adding the words 'or broker' after the word

in the first line.(e) :The Council believes such amendment to subsection
stanvalticularly desirable in view of present circwn-
bro6cea which have caused many customers' accounts IhrithEl jeers to become impaired, and believes it would avoid
curiljain amount  of enforced liquidation of listed se-

Whose owners are entitled to bank credit."

th Ett the:: the discussion of the foregoing resolution Mr. Brown stated
was

no intention on the part of the Council that the statement

be  Publicity. He also said that it was the opinion of the
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Colincil that Regulation U is unnecessary, that, while it might be

Ilecess8rY in a rapidly advancing market, under present conditions it
did

Ore ha nn than good, that a recommendation from the Council at
this t,

41118 When there were so many other important things confronting
the c

°IllatrY might meet with opposition from the Securities and Ex-
charves

C°Itraission, end that the amendment suggested in the first
ktraD,-

of the resolution might be considered by the Board and
di

8" at the next meeting of the Council but that the secondstielazs
Tit could be put into effect immediately and be of immediate

4eistancs.

Mr. McKee stated that if banks were
over 

undemargined loans 

given the right to take

from brokers, a similar right should be
Riven to 

brokers to take over such loans from banks. Mr. Frown re-
that 

the Council would have no objection to that and in a sub-
4cilleilt discussion

it was agreed that, while the existence of such
130/.11441ot to 

brokers would be desirable, it would be little morethEit fi 
gesture because of the fact that there would be few, if any,

eePt on a rising market when brokers would take over such

1"18 r banks.

M. 
Parry stated that he was in sympathy with the second

'es
ellaelicittlent

Q°1114 8ee to it 

6ea by the Council and that the only objections he

were (1) the Board would be unable to grant as broad

laeltissiest to 
brokers as could be given to banks to take over under-

for the reason that the provisions of the Securities
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4change Act

PlYing to brokers,

tr0111 taking over
sUch a change in

serious obstacles to
1lYthe 

BIn amending Regulations

the 
Council would have to

ellecion and that he could not undertake to forecast what the Cam-
11114ion'5 r

eaction muld be.

the China 
Eccles stated that the Board would be

--kggested amendments prompt consideration.

Mr. Brown then stated that under date of Apriltoarci or

as

-5-

applied to banks are less restrictive than those am-

(2) the effect on the condition of a bank resulting

undermargined loans might be undesirable, and (3)

Regulations T and U would make the regulations more

He added that these objections were minor ones

the amendment, that

T and U

be cleared with the Securities

and not

under the procedure followed

both amendments suggested

and Exchange

glad to give

27, 1940, tbe

Governors, through its Secretary, asked the Federal Advisory

ta consider the following topic:

CaUncil has urged upon the Board the 'modification
tha Policy of extreme easy money'. The Board would

have the opinion of the Council as to the more
Intb -vant causes of the 'easy money' conditions; as to
vrolli,4a‘c_tions 

within the power of the Board of Governors.
arld oe desirable and effective in the public interest;as to the Probable conseauences of such actions.

lie said that the Council realized that the question had been44d t

er°re the 
European war had taken on its Present very grave as-pect, b

'41 lit that the Council had prepared an answer for the reason thatreeit

or the Council was so strong on the matter that it felt
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it woUld be a mistake not to state its position positively,
the

and that

C°Iirteil believed that in view of the publicity which had been 7iven
to 

the 
subject and the interest which had been taken in the article

PreP"ed Mr. Goldenweiser which appeared in the May issue of the
ede 

""ti't Reserve Bulletin it would be desirable, in spite of the war,
it the sh ,..

—27Ter Prepared by the Council could be published in the next
t

8-'e of the Bulletin. Mr. Brown also said that it was understood

th" the sellie question had been submitted by the Board to the boards
" directors of the several Federal Reserve Banks and that, while the

bers
the Council were generally familiar with the answers made

bY their respective Reserve Banks, it was felt that it would be de-

848:1:110, in the absence of objection by the Board, if the answers
Wilell l'eceilieci from all of the Federal Reserve Banks could be made

IlrlatiElble for the use of the members of the Federal Advisory Council.
Re 

et" 
d
8- her that it was not believed by the Council that its

°11 the fundamental question of the policy of extremely easy
14011eY) its long range consequences, and its effect on the whole
scotokic 

structure had been influenced by the events of the lasttwo

Ifell°1% three weeks, although it realized that the timing of the

6.11gRested actions, which the Council believed to be within

tell:Were (3? the Board, would be very greatly influenced by the ex-

Of 
Present conditions.

At this Point Chairman Eccles was called from the meeting
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to answer a telephone call'

Mr. Draper

Poeal for the

securities of

}3rown 
replied

it Was a 
matter

14q1liry from Mr. McKee
that 

might be regarded
knItin said that
or 

registration

tilliot 
dollars

Licht

pOlie

asked
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if the Council had considered the Frank pro-

creation of corporations for the purpose of purchasing

new and more or less speculative businesses and Mr.

that in the circumstances the Council had not felt that

Which it Was prepared to discuss. In response to an

as to whether the Council would suggest anything

as a substitute for the proposed measure, Mr.

the Council had previously suggested that the removal

requirements on issues of securities of one or two

would co far in the

Chairman Eccles returned to

solution of the problem.

the meeting at this point and Mr.

anstein read the answer prepared by the Council on the easy money
Y as 

follows:

"ANSWER 

"I - Causes 
140 "In the unanimous opinion of the Council, the more

flnt causes of extreme 'easy money' are:
teas '" The adoption by the Federal Reserve Board of
voce lTner as a guiding policy, and its continuous ad-

In annual reports, other publications, at Congres-
eddr;' hearincs, in advice to the Executive, and in public
linde;:82 and press interviews. The Board should not
spons-'blmate the influence it has exercised, or the re-

tho itY it has assumed before the public, the Congress,
'eEtsy er goveramental agencies, by repeatedly defining
Ilila, °110Y' as the official monetary objective of the
f011

°
-;4" reaPonsible monetary authority in the land. The

18 011-1,1 Tlotation from its 1939 report to the Congress
e 
1 

IllanY which define that objective.
In recent years it has been the policy

y the Gove ent and of the Federal Reserve
Ystem to encourage the expansion of credit.
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"This has constituted the so-called policy of
monetary ease, which has been directed at keep-

banks supplied with an abundant volume of
reserves, so as to encourage them to expand
their loans and investments. This policy has
been one of the factors in the creation of the
existing large volume of deposits in the hands
Of business enterprises and of individual and
corporate investors, and has resulted in re-
ducing interest rates to the lowest level in
history.****

'Nor is there any immediate reason for
considering a reversal of this policy.,
(Report submitted January 27, 1939)

ea "As far as the Council is aware, the Board still
0.7""es the doctrine of 'easy money' and is taking no
_:c118 to set up warning signals against the evil effects'Jar the extreme to which it has been carried and of the
nrgcrs of its continuance, nor to evolve any long range
itets to eliminate some of its causes or to counteract
ha! consequences. The Council believes that this policy
an.: failed after years of trial to bring about its pre-
h-o-gr.fed objectives—namely the expansion of private
or "111E, the stimulation of business and the reduction
whiliti,eraPloYment and that the dangers of the extreme toto_cil it has been carried are now so apparent that the

t'retushauld publicly advocate its modification.
syst 2. The expansive open market operations of the
sevaall beginning toward the end of 1929, continuing for
krall:!Ll years, and never reversed in principle. (Note

RePort of the Board dated Tune 18, 1937.)
folio 3' The too long delayed reduction of the port-
011 

bi,ls 
?f Government bills thereby forcing interest rates

proc;: to the vanishing point. The repetition ofdtIllatt
a a-

se in the case of the Government bonds acquire
nd retained (except for some relatively smell

a few) ln the face of a market that rose steadily until
Was 11,4c!aYs EIFT)--daspite the fact that so great a volume
hithe'd 4 needed for the maintenance of the System. As
Coutcrit° stated, when repeatedly advising sales, the

torth iS of the opinion that it was and is unhealthy
polic - central monetary authority to retain as a fixed

Le large volume of Government obligations.
erEI G;* The unprecedented spending program of the Fed-
elitstbivernment, which necessitated borrowing and in-
ll1 induced the authorities to exercise their in-

e in the direction of keeping interest rates at a
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mi
, ai—um. Deficit financing and official pressure for
easy money' go hand in hand. Furthermore, to the extent

that the Government has borrowed from commercial banks,
,Ind dispersed the funds, an increase in the aggregate of
"Posits has resulted, intensifying the pressure upon in-
terest rates.

"5. A series of other policies of the Federal Gov-
tending to increase the supply of funds or the vol-
excess reserves, or both, such as:

(a) The increase in the dollar price of
gold,Intelti:f7by encouraging the Production of
that

(b) The discontinuance of the practiceOf 
sterilizing incoming gold;
(e) The policy of purchasing silver far

above its world price and issuing silver cer-
tificates therefor on the basis of the artifi-
cial valuation;

(d) The creation of scores of lending
agencies which, avowedly established for emer-Eency 

purposes, are apparently perpetuatingth
emselves, and are lending taxpayers' fundsat 
Progressively lower rates, often in compe-

tition with the taxpayer himself;
(e) The Johnson Act and the 'cash-and-

provisions of the neutrality laws uponthe merits of which the Council does not express
ea °Pinion but which, in effect, are impelling
most of the leading foreign powers to ship us
(3,1d or to go without indispensable supplies.

telid,"us The series of policies of the Federal Government
btisi;i4g to decrease the demand for funds on the part of
etitere" enterprise. The Council has no wish to appear to
collt bato the field of political controversy, and therefore

itself with stating, purely objectively, that it
tervee belief that the concept of more and more state in-

expounded by many Government officials as a
ereis--0,1- remedy, and the growing practice of it, have ex-

arid are exercising a depressant effect upon new
at .0,-- demand in many fields, with the result that even

Prevailing low money rates, relatively little new

tell an kk rial borrowing for other than refunding purposes hasPlace.

Pat/a The developments abroad that have led to the re-
011 of American capital and have caused huge shipments

hav to this country by foreigners,--both operations thate Vastly
- contributed to our excess reserves, thereby
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"affecting the interest rate structure. The Council believes
tjaat We should continue to accept incoming gold, but notes
;11" 110 steps are being taken to attempt to offset this in-

4'llenos upon our credit structure.
"The Council has mentioned this important cause last,kuuI because it does not recognize its dominant influence, but

olcause it feels that this cause should not be permitted to
orefshaclow the many other important causes, enumerated above,
th o create any misconception that 'easy money' has been
their UPon the responsible monetary authorities against

wills.

"II - Action to Be Taken 
tett "In the opinion of the Council, there is no more impor-

Public service which the Board and its members can per-tt°01-111 than. to use their influence in every direction possible
.0., bring an end to the period of extreme 'easy money'. Among-̀̀ e steps to 

that end that might be taken are:
Let the Board publicly announce that in the light,eaevents, it is modifying its former policy of extreme

or 1113ner and will exercise its powers, particularly those
not-°111asel and persuasion, to reverse the trend. This does
ota raean credit stringency or high interest rates, but means
is Yr.:1,1 recognition of the fact that extremely 'easy money

,

411eing the purchasing power of millions of American
vatt'ens) and is creating hardship without compensating ad-

a” in stimulating business or reducing unemployment.
oppo,„:2* Reduce the Government portfolio at the earliest
chets.rullitY and adhere consistently to the policy of pur-er 1::"Tag Governments only to offset manifestly disorderly
as ca4 ckY markets and to dispose of such purchases as soon

•reicurastances permit.
reoti 3' Exert the Board's influence with the Treasury, di-
choij alid through the Open Market Committee, against the
to lawte 3r methods of Government financing which would tend
serve °,11113neY rates still lower or to increase excess re-tprofi' uY the use, for example, of silver seigniorage
deed vsts?

" 
or similar 'funds' to avoid the debt limit. In-

thtit ere should be public opposition to all such deviceslow can 
rates 

but create more excess reserves and more extreme

"4.
eatebii I_Exert its influence upon the Treasury toward. the.

ent of a policy in offering Government securitiesles
1ttvest'13111d encourage their Purchase as far as possible by
trUrsts"B'such as individuals, life insurance companies,

stc.__rather than by the commercial banking system.
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"5. Accept the role customarily exercised by the
eratral monetary authority of 'keeper of the Government's
Ilnancial conscience', and in that capacity actively and
°J4111Y insist upon the elimination of the several menaces

t°,th
4.71

e financial structure, many of which, among other

th
"g8t would still further increase excess reserves, such
4s, power to issue greenbacks, further to devalue the
doll 

e 

ar) etc.
6. Consider plans, on a long range basis, which may

tile Proper time be recommended for the purpose of copingwiththe 
gold and silver problems, such as the question of

rsesstablishing a full gold standard with the resumption of
Peel° Payment, readopting sterilization (any such sterilized,g.old to be released only with the approval of the Open

1:EtIrket 
Committee), reconsidering the silver program, alter-
ofi° the legal reserve requirements, and use of existing

tiecLL Powers in these respects. With reference to the adop-
th2 c)f any of the foregoing measures the Council recognizes
ot-u the Prevalence of war conditions may make the matter

t ng one of extreme importance.
the i, If the Board is unprepared to take any or all of
Of steps,steps, we urge that it enter upon the study

1 014:7 Probable long range consequences of the extreme
money' Policy, which the Council recammended to the

liel;d in February of last year, when it expressed the be-
atth the probable fundamental conseauences of this

pit'eY had not been fully appreciated. The Board then re-
ihdedl in effect, that it considered that such a special

illars this view.'

sheePendent study was not required. The Council cannot
Last June it detailed what, in its

tr eilleatt had been some of the evil consequences of ex-
tend: l easY money', and expressed the opinion that present
litne'lleies contained grave threats for the future. It is
Etals eessarY to repeat this lengthy resolution here. No
is has been received by the Council, and the Council

unaware as to how far, if at all, the Board shares
tosr . Such a study is clearly within the power of the
1114: and the Council believes that it is highly desirable

411: Public interest.
the mit seems to the Council that the Board should make
illtorioult effort of projecting itself five to ten years
t1o4 ""e fature and reach conjectures, assuning a continua-
the 

the
 the Present extreme 'easy money' conditions, as to
n Probable economic results.
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"For example:
1. what will be the condition of the com-

mercial banks?
2. what will have happened to the mutual

savings banks and to the principal and interest
of the millions who have entrusted their hard-
earned savings to the care of such institutions?

3. What will have happened to the cost of
life insurance and the return therefrom, and to
the income received, or to be received, by thebeneficiaries of the sixty million persons who
are paying for life insurance or annuities?

4. What will be the aggregate debt burden
Of Federal and local Fovernments?

5. What will be the position of the opera-
tions, and staff of our great private and semi-
Public hospital, educational, religious, and
Charitable institutions throughout the land, de-
Pendent in large measure upon income from the
generaus endowments that private enterprise has
contributed in the past?

6. What will have happened to the purchas-
ing power of the army of the hard-working and
thrifty who have set something aside for their
Old age or a rainy day?

7. What will be the effect on additional
Unemployment, arising out of the inability ofPders ons whose incomes from investments are re-
uced, to continue their usual purchases of roodsend services? Is not this whole class being sub-
jected to a veiled form of taxation if the rates

interest are artifically forced, say one per
cent, below what would otherwise be operative?

8. What are the probable advantages to
°ffset the imperilment of our conunercial banks,

TIT' savings banks, our assurance funds, our en-
lowment funds, and the hardship to those who
'iva on their savings, to widows end children_ 

those deceased?
tive 011:hie enumeration of ouestions is merely illustra-

many more.

"III - Consegaences 
aeque:rhe Council believes that in the long run the con-

ces of action in the direction of a reversal of the
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"P°1icY of extreme 'easy money' would be beneficial to
°ur economy and would help toward a partial restoration
.(,31' confidence in the future of private enterprise, which
18 the condition precedent to sustained recovery and which
represents the only alternative to state socialism or worse.Pille Council believes that the Board might take a leaf from
re book of British experience since the beginning of theQepre

ssion. While believing in, and practicing, a policy
IeasY money', the British authorities were careful to

-"cdd the pitfall of extreme 'easy money', because they
1:70gnized that 'easy money' is a destructive influence
1' Pushed too far. Thus, for example, the authorities
bc.°118-borated with the market in preventing the ninety day

rate from falling below one half of one per cent.
relation this sounder administration of the policy

„ea83r money' had to the British recovery, which was
r1 more rapid and complete than here, is a matter of
jelnicn, but its objective of protecting the banking sys-
mall',and investment generally, is manifest. The Council
indn'ains no argument for high interest rates, as such.
ilndee.c,I, in an atmosphere of confidence and given sound
han:14:tYing conditions, low interest rates often have a
But"1cia1 effect upon business and the economy generally.
aiabnormally low interest rates, due in part to the per-

stcertent efforts of Government interventionism, create un-
struelntY and have a depressing effect upon the economic
of -,c6ure. They are certainly not a natural accompanimenting°‘ situation where enormous Government deficits are pil-
steal? and more are frankly predicted, where taxes are
anm„11Y mounting, accumulated wealth steadily being con-

and business confidence fundamentally lacking.
chan, In expressing the view that the consequences of a
0011116? cf trend would be of a beneficial character, the
ecoljla recognizes that existing complexities of the
prearic and political situation are such that confident
step n as to the consequences of any single remedial
apond-8 hardly warranted. The failure of prices to 
 

re-
except fleetingly, to the change in the gold content

nien.r:e dollar, the breakdown of the 'pump priming' experi-
bY tLax.tlile failure of the policy of stimulating spending
Morley, .--g undistributed earnings, the failure of the 'easy
all as a stimulant to new private borrowing, are41 a ,us

trations of the dangers of definite prediction
11°I'1d where the normal operations of economic laws
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"are frustrated by one artificial device after another.It cannot be expected, therefore, that damage done by a
single policy will be instantly remedied by a modificationOf that policy alone, but the Council does believe that a
nange in the policy is necessary before a sound economic
Zructure can be restored, and that in the long run the
'Iusrd will have rendered -great service to the country by
OditnrYing publicly, definitely, and actively its previous

by taking all steps within its power to correct
vil_e situation, including therein the potent ones of ad-
, ce, warning, and popular education, and to oppose all
'esures of our Government, the natural consequences ofWhich are to maintain extreme 'easy money', or to drive
etes still lower."

Mr. 'Evans expressed
11417e 

recommendations of the

the 13"rd c'f Governors a

%Taeri.dations could be
Iselltly 

With such response or comment

Chairman Eccles said that it

e°1Aci do nothing 
that would do more

Nitell 
and the b ing system as a

niellt, but that the

the opinion that it was unfortunate to

Council published in the annual report

year after they had been made and that the

handled more effectively if published cur-

as the Board may have to make.

of

was his judgment that the Council

to injure the position of the

whole than to issue the above state-

question whether the statement should be given pub-

lietti was one for the Council to determine.

Mr. SzYnczak asked if the Council would consider delaying the
1511blicatio,
e041. -- of the statement until the Board had had an opportunity to

tee der it end make an appropriate reply thereto, to which Mr. Brown

114131 °Ilde that the statement probably could not be published in the

the 711et1n, that he did not know what the conditions would be when

IllYiaslae of the Bulletin was printed, but that he thought the
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liel"f the Council was that it was desirable that at some opportune
time

the Whole easy money situation be brought out for public discus-
8iO4.

He called attention to references made by the Board in the past,
both

eaSy

la rePorts and in speeches by the members of the Board, to the

money 
Policy and to the article by Mr. Goldenweiser which appeared

the 
issue of the Bulletin and which disclaimed Board responsi-

tor easy money conditions, and stated that he was sure the mem-
bers or

the Council had an open mind on the auestion of the timing of
theloub

ecolioti

of the country and that he would be glad to hear the views of
the m

loot.

btlit

lieati°n of the answer and its possible effect on the general

6114415e of the Board and other members of the Council on that Sub-

Eccles
the 

klietin would call
the Board 

Which would
k1d 

the 
CoUncil which

e°1111e11 
representing

the 
kl'i'erninent

said that the publication of the statement in

for the publication

only disclose the

might be

of an answer thereto by

conflicting views of the Board

the banking fraternity

He said that the Board had
lettriRtaonetary 
1.95e 

celled the

'(31c1 and silver Policies,
ktItority 

with 
reference to banking and

111°16 
Problem of banking

situation for some time and

construed as a controversy between the

and the Board representing

been conscious of the ex-

in its annual report for

attention of Congress to the various factors, such as

and

deficit financing, and the division of

credit, and asked that the

monetary policy be considered by Congress.
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Mr. McKee referred to the limited powers of the Board to deal
with the 

situation and the numerous unwise solutions of the problem

th" had been and were being suggested and stated that the publication

°t the Council's answer at this time might have a very undesirable

etrect 4Pon the standing of the Federal Reserve System.

Chairman Eccles stated that if anything constructive was to

be done about the easy money situation it should be done at a time when

C°41'
e8
s was 

considering it. He said that the public discussion of
the tatter 1.,

uy the Council and the Board would be an academic one and

17°111(1 °111Y in.dicate to the public a controversy which could not result

EltlYthing constructive until such time as the matter was taken up and

4eted 1/13°n by Congress.

** Evans said that the statement was evidence of Council sup-

" the Board's calling the attention of Congress to what the easy

111°11e13°IleY meant and that it could be used by the Board at such time

48 it WEIS lieeded.

MI'. Steele inquired how the Council could avoid making as ex-
hellErtive
" answer as possible on the subject in response to the re-et or the 

Board, and said that the things in the statement whichNht be 

Objected 
to

are not responsible for are still causes of the 

m 

were largely statements of fact and that the con-

e

clitioxia that the 

Board 
Ele til°11€7 

Situation. McKee responded to Mr. Steele' s statement

411th the c°11ziont that the Council's answer would give the impression
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that the Board was
responsible to a considerable degree for the ex-

t"13r easy money conditions, whereas those conditions were largely

beyond 
control by the Board.

Mr. Davis expressed the opinion that the Council's statEment

141" 78-111able as an exposition of what it really thought. He added

tilEtt it was his feeling that the atatement was an ex parte expression

otwiehrta 
thinking on the Part of the Council, that it Was not real-

istie exPlaining all the causes of the easy money situation, that
he %lad see no harm and possibly a great deal of good in the suggestion
that

the 1°11g-range consequences of the trend which is resulting from

a 17t31. Of causes be given immediate and serious consideration by

thebut that the effect of the publication of the statement
4

A411,41..making bodies would be very dangerous to the standing of the

and might concentrate attention on a number of proposals which
"lad 

change the form of the System in a way which the Board and the

ec)11c11 would like to avoid.

Mr. Szymczakis comment was that if the System should follow

the aliggestion that it reduce its Portfolio, it would be without suffi-
qerit 

earninFs and 
would be forced to PO to Congress for appropriations.

4Ei1lbere or the Council said that was not their intention but rather
til4t the 

portion of the System's holdings not needed for earnings should
be (1"Posed of.

Chllirmen Eccles replied that at the present time the System's
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" th 
tIOaLt 

,4
equate powers in the hands of the monetary authori-

were the result largely of gold imports rather than of actions
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Over and above expenses were not large, that it was not pos-

"e to determine exactly what the needs of the System would be or
how nin

--ch Of a portfolio from time to time would be necessary to meet
it8 ev,

-Ijenses, especially in view of the declining yields, and that the
le

°f the relatively small amount of securities that might be regarded

nOt
needed to meet the requirements of the System would have no ef-

fect .- interest rates.

Mr. Evans then inquired whether the Board shared the view that

it was• "treltelY undesirable for interest rates to continue to go down

to 4 • 7el• liShing point and whether there was merit in the Council's sag-

that the Board study this matter. The discussion following
th1

llilac• 14117 brought out the fact that the present easy money condi-

tNcet
bY the Board and that the Board had

ePorts to the possible dangers of

called attention in its an-

ties to d ,1
-EL-. with the problem.

eti

large amounts of excess re-

41ring this discussion Messrs. McKee and Herding left the

ChEil 
//Ilan

(1411 he the last

q04ditiohs, the
the 

had

Eccles reviewed at length the important developments

few years which had resulted in present easy money

considerations with respect thereto which he felt

overlooked in its statement, the actions taken by
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effecting money market conditions, and the discussion of
the 

matter in its annual reports.

Following Chairman

C°1111cil had submitted its statement in response to the question pre-
seated 

by the Board, that the Council had had no desire to create the

41313e"Etlice of a controversy in the Federal Reserve System, that it

essurlied that the Board wanted
itg the 

causes of the existing

Eccles' statement, Mr. Brown said that the

a statement

situation

(313141(3/1 could be done by the Board, that

11t1"1 could use its powers Of persuasion

ch"ge 
without undesirable

134rd woUld have to decide,
Nlod when the
'Whole

he elm

from the Council regard-

and what in the Council's

the question whether the

in the way of advocating a

political results was

but that the Council

atmosphere is calmer than at the

crizestion or

something which the

felt that at some

present time the

easy money and related Problems should be studied.

sEtid that the Council felt unanimously that it would be unwise
Ett the 

present time to discontinue the purchase of fold  or to put14to
circulation.

1Lrter a tirther discussion, Mr

nieeting the Council would hold acolaci

1181°11 on the question whether itthe stEttement.

(Secretary's note: After the members of
the Board had withdrawn from the meeting,
Chairman Eccles returned for the purpose
of calling to the attention of the members

Rold

. Brown stated that following

separate session and reach a

would ask the Board to publish
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of the Council two statements made by the
Council when the Banking Act of 1935 was un-
der consideration, in which the Council (1)
questioned whether there was any emergency
at the time which made it necessary, with-
out further careful consideration and study,
to enact into law the provisions of title
II of the bill which would confer additional
Powers on the Board to deal with excess re-
serves, and (2) took the position that, if
Power were conferred on the Board to increase
reserve requirements, such power should be
restricted to 30 per cent of the aggregate
Of demand and time deposits for the reason
that there could be no conceivable emergency
that would justify higher reserve require-
ments. The two statements referred to are
on Pages 4 and 10 of the pamphlet issued
by the Federal Advisory Council under date
of April 10, 1935, under the title "State-
ment of the Federal Advisory Council on
S. 1715, H.P. 5357 (Banking Act of 1935)."
A copy of this pamphlet is in the Board's
files.)

Thereupon the meeting adjourned.

Chairman.
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